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L5 SYSTEM:

Ultralinear Transistors
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(Manuscript received November 9, 1973)

A family of ultralinear npn transistors has been developed for use in

the L5 coaxial-carrier system. These 3-GHz devices are characterized by

extremely low distortion and noise figure. The transistor comprises an

interdigitated base-emitter structure with a heavily doped base grid con-

nected to the peripheral base metal contact. The emitter contact is overlaid

on the base-emitter region. Contact metallurgy consists of a platinum

silicide, titanium, platinum, and gold system. The transistor is a highly

reliable device and meets all the performance requirements of the L5

system.

I. INTRODUCTION

To realize the circuit performance anticipated by raising the coaxial

carrier's highest message frequency from the 17.5 MHz of L4 to the

60.5 MHz of L5, it was necessary to develop a new family of npn

transistors, the 76 and 77 types. The gain bandwidth product fr had

to be nominally 3,000 MHz; three-tone third-harmonic distortion

Mzb had to be less than —88 dB below 1 mW and the high-frequency

noise figure (nf) kept below 2.4 dB at 30 mA. Power dissipation was to

be 1.7 watts, which amounted to a considerable improvement in the

state of the art.

The 76 -type transistors are used in the equalizing and regulating

repeaters and the 77-type in the basic repeater. The 77's are used as

matched pairs to lower intermodulation distortion and the noise figure.

One basic design is used to meet all of the equalizer and repeater

requirements. Six codes were developed in all, each of which was

chosen for a specific purpose, such as low noise for the input stage of

the basic repeater, and low distortion for the output stage. Typical

characteristics for two codes are given in Table I.
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Table

77E Typical 77D Typical

V(BR)CEO 20 23 V
kpE 100 90

h 2200 3000 MHz
NF 2.2 2.7 dB
Cob 3.6 3.6 pF
MiE -90 dB

II. STRUCTURE

Some early studies indicated that of the common geometries of

power transistors, an interdigitated structure would have the best

distortion performance; thus, the present devices are made with

interdigitated base and emitter diffusions, but with an overlaid emitter

contact. Base current is carried by the heavily doped base grid, under

the overlaid contact, and out to metallized regions at the sides. See

Fig. 1. This structure avoids metallizing problems caused by tight

metal-contact tolerances, and it minimizes the total area. Emitter

bonds are made over the active region, eliminating the emitter pad

and its parasitic capacitance. The emitters are 2.5 pm wide and 105 /Jin

long.

The epitaxial thickness is a compromise between being large enough

to provide sufficient series collector resistance to minimize second-

breakdown problems and yet not so large as to degrade device

performance.

III. ENCAPSULATION

Following the practice set by the L4 1 system, the transistors are

encapsulated in a small metal-ceramic package especially designed for

rf use. It comprises a kovar-beryllia structure that minimizes parasitic

capacitance and lead inductance and provides a relatively low thermal

impedance of 30°C/watt. The latter characteristic is important if

high reliability and low distortion (see Fig. 2) are to be obtained, since

the output transistors in the basic repeater will operate at 1.7 watts in a

peak ambient of 85°C.

IV. DISTORTION

The principal contributor to system noise from the output stage

of an amplifier is third harmonic distortion, M 3e- In a transistor, this

noise arises from two main sources : from the essential nonlinearity of
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Fig. 1—Structure of L5 transistors.

the emitter current-voltage characteristic and from the falloff of fr with

current2 owing to conductivity modulation of the collector-junction

space-charge region, or Kirk effect. 3 The emitter nonlinearity is the

same exponential behavior of the forward-biased diode used, for

example, in mixers and for harmonic generation. The nonlinearity is

reduced by increasing the total emitter current. Toon2 has shown that

if the emitter area and collector current (effectively the emitter

current) are both doubled, M 3E decreases by 12 dB (see Fig. 3). If the

current density becomes too large, however, distortion arising in the

collector starts to degrade the device performance. Whenever the

current density exceeds qvN , where q is the electric charge, v the

carrier velocity, and N the density of fixed impurities at the collector,

the collector-base junction will move in towards the collector substrate

and cause /y to decrease. According to I'oon, 2 in the L") case there is a
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Fig. 2—Temperature dependence of M 3e for L5 transistors.

limiting condition given by

M 3E = - 20 logio

fljrl.2 X 104 X St

d*fr

where R^is the load resistor and I c is the collector current.

It can be seen that any mechanism, such as the Kirk effect, which

increases the curvature of the St vs I c characteristic, will contribute to

harmonic distortion. This means, of course, that as the emitter current

is increased to minimize the emitter-distortion term, the collector area

must increase proportionately. At some point it ceases to be economic
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Fig. 3—Harmonic distortion as a function of collector current for several device sizes.

to increase the emitter current because both capacitance and dissipated

power become excessive. For the transistor size chosen, a current of

110 mA provides the lowest distortion.

V. SUSTAINING VOLTAGE

The sustaining voltage for the L5 transistor turns out to be bounded

at both limits. At the lower limit, it is necessary to keep above the

supply voltage, so a value of 18 volts minimum is set. At the upper
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limit the doping may become too low and a Kirk effect may occur if the

value of the sustaining voltage is made too high. This result can be

seen from the following relationships4

N
Vbd = 1.71 X 109

( In -jTj—
J

\ Xj Nhc /

and

where

V
V

CEO —
HI)

(0)
l/n »

iV^c is the collector epitaxial doping

iV„ is the surface impurity concentration

Xj is the junction depth

n is a constant ~ 4 for the transistor concerned.

A practical upper limit is 28 volts.

VI. GAIN BANDWIDTH PRODUCT

One of the basic differences between L4 and L5 transistors is brought

about by the increase of the highest message frequency from 17.5

MHz to 60.5 MHz. To accommodate the increased frequency, it is

necessary to design the transistor to have a nominal gain bandwidth

cutoff, Jt, of 3 GHz. The solution to fr is given by

1

2*/3

= Te + Tb + TT + Te

where

r e = emitter time constant

T6 = base time constant

t x = collector depletion region time constant

t c = collector capacitance time constant.

In the range of large collector-current densities, i.e., J c > J>,

a KT „

Tfi^J

Tx^O
T C «0,

r We
qJc

(w b + wcy
nD„

i r
w

° *ti
L w b + W c J c J )

,

w h + We [J, 1

+
V [Jc

V 1 -
Wc

W b + Wc
Jj

Jc
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where

K = Boltzmann's constant

T = absolute temperature

q = electronic charge

J c = collector-current density

C te = emitter capacity

W b = base width

W c
= collector width

D„ = diffusion constant for electrons

,
-V cb + Vo

PcWc

Veh = applied voltage

V o = built-in junction potential

v = carrier velocity

Since t 6 dominates the frequency response, the necessity of keeping

the current density low can be readily seen.

Under this condition, t 6 , t x and t, reduce to

W b
* W b

Tb nD H v s

Xmo \
1-Jc/Ji 1

J

= ep<

2». ( 1 - Jc/qVsNac

Wc 1 - Jc/qVsNsc

X mo 1 - Jc/Ji

where
y s
= scattering limited velocity

Xm0 = depletion layer width

e = dielectric constant.

Once the current density has been chosen to be suitably low, the only

available design factor for lowering fT is the actual base width. To

achieve an fT of 3 GHz, it is necessary to lower the base width to

0.27 nm nominal.

VII. NOISE FIGURE

Neilsen's relation5 for the noise figure, nf, provides a simple means

of determining the choice of design parameters for minimizing the

noise figure.

NF=1 + ^ + 2^ + 2^MT
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where

Rg
= generator impedance of 50 ohms

r, = emitter resistance = KT/qI e

fa = frequency at which a is 0.707 of its dc value

Ie = emitter current.

It is apparent that once current, gain, and operating frequency have

been chosen, r'b is the only parameter at our disposal and, in fact, for

the L5 transistor, the r'b term is the largest contributor to the noise

figure. The term r'b is made up of two parts. One is the lateral resistance

under the emitter stripe, which is minimized by using extremely

narrow emitters 2.5 nm in width. The outer component consists of

the series resistance to the external base contact. This resistance is

reduced to as low a level as possible by the use of a very heavily doped

base grid.

VIM. RELIABILITY

During development of the 76- and 77-type transistors, several

hundred devices were subjected to accelerated aging of both shelf-

temperature and power at junction temperatures up to 300 °C. Analysis

of the data predicts that the transistors will have a failure rate of

considerably less than 10 fits at an operating temperature of 150 °C.

Under these conditions, it is no longer reliability that is the determinant

for system success, but rather, the temperature dependence of the

various device parameters.

IX. CONCLUSION

A highly reliable ultralinear family of transistors has been developed

for coaxial-carrier-system use. Its high gain-bandwidth product, low

noise, and low third-harmonic distortion allow the L5 system to

successfully meet its operational requirements with an upper master-

group frequency of 60.5 MHz.
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